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Izaiah Richardson
Should there be more parking?

Izaiah Richardson
Logan Martin
What do you want to see in your neighborhood?
What is your favorite place to be in your neighborhood?
Yes I have a park in the backyard
Do you dislike anyone in your neighborhood?

Logan Martin
New Field

Houses/Apartments

Road

Houses/Apartments

Logan Martin
Logan Martin
Logan Martin
I like that I colored it.

I would add more space for things (like a basketball court).

New ideas on floor plan or layout.

I would make garden smaller.

Logan Martin
Marck Williams
Do you think they should add sidewalks?

Do I think they should add speedbump?

Should they make the dog park fence taller?

Should they keep limiting parking to guests?

Should they add a new bumper?

Marck Williams
I like the energy put in to it.

I want new ideas for entertainment - sports (other than a park).

I would change the size off back yards.

Marck Williams
Would you care for more youth events?

Why aren’t the parks cleaner?

Why does children and adults having fun bother you?

Do you think the roads should be better and or fixed?

Would you care for frequent community meetings to share ideas?

Do you think parking should be better?

Do you think we need bigger dumpsters to keep trash from falling out?

Do you think children should ride there bikes in the roads?

Should we have a safer area for children to play?

Markasia Thompson
Patricia Yao
Do you like how diverse our neighborhood is?

Do you wish we had a pool?

What do you dislike about our neighborhood?

Does it bother you when the little kids play soccer in the roads?

How can we fix our parking issues?

Should there be assigned parking spots?

Patricia Yao
Zymir Faulkner
Zymir Faulkner
What do you like the most?

I like the way that I made a good drawing showing how everything would look, also that I added a couple of things I feel should be necessary in a park.

What do you like the most?

I like that I added space, I feel space is the most important thing when coming up with an idea for something.

What do you think I should change?

I believe the thing that I should do is try to make an even better-detailed drawing, seems like I rushed the one I already made, so I will go back and make an even better one.

Zymir Faulkner
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